Quick Start Guide

Before you start
How to make most of Quick Start Guide
The ZMorph Quick Start Guide outlines the steps for getting ZMorph VX up and running.
The guide is split into sections. Each section contains pictures along with step-by-step instructions. Make sure to follow the steps with the guide to avoid any problems during your first
time with ZMorph VX.

ZMorph Academy
Comprehensive online platform for ZMorph VX users. With almost 100 courses full of videos,
pictures, and exercises ZMorph Academy is designed to create and build your skills with 3D
printing, CNC milling, and laser engraving. After finishing, the user will be able to make custom
working PCBs and other complex projects. Enroll for free at academy.zmorph3d.com

Knowledge Base
Access tutorials, tips & tricks, information about machine maintenance, and technical support
from support.zmorph3d.com

Safety
■■

This machine is not a toy. Small children and pets
should not be allowed to interfere nor operate it.

■■

The machine is designed to operate indoors and should
not be exposed to rain or extreme humidity.

■■

The machine must not be covered with other objects
and materials during operation.

■■

Device should be used away from water.

■■

The machine should be supervised at all times.

■■

All flammable substances and materials should be kept
away from the machine, especially during work.

■■

■■

Before using the machine, make sure it is not
damaged. In such case stop using it and contact the
manufacturer.

ZMorph extruders and toolheads should be used only
with materials for which they were designed. Other use
is prohibited and will void warranty.

■■

The machine must be placed on a flat surface.

■■

Power supply should be grounded. If there is no such
option, do not use the machine.

■■

When working, the machine may produce high
temperatures. The user should not touch any operating
parts or elements marked with “hot surface” sticker.

■■

The person using the machine should always have
clean and dry hands.

■■

After using the machine, the owner should store it in a
dry and clean area.

■■

Depending upon your choice of materials the machine
might emit fumes. Make sure that you work in a well
ventilated environment. If fumes make you feel unwell,

■■

3D printing filaments should be stored in a clean and
dry place. Dirty filaments might cause nozzle to clog.

switch the machine off, ventilate the room and take a
break outside of it.

What’s in the box

Dual Extruder

Laser PRO

CNC PRO

Thick Paste
Extruder

ZMorph VX with 1.75 mm Plastic Extruder (0,3 mm nozzle),
spool holder and printing worktable (Printing Set)

CNC worktable

Spatula

0,3 mm
drill

13 mm spanner

Calibration
cable

Drill
holder

4 x Allen
key

Cooling
fan

SD card

2 mm drill

2 x CNC clamp

CNC cutter

3D printing
adhesive

adjustable
wrench

0,3 nozzle

10 mm spanner

Protective goggles
2 x PLA
filament

2 x plywood

Box content may vary depending
on purchased VX set

Unboxing
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Gently cut the tapes and
open ZMorph VX box.

Open the front cover of the machine to the point where it touches
with the back cover. Magnetic
latches will keep the cover open.

You are ready to go. Proceed
further.
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Take out all containers with
accessories from the box.

Gently remove the worktable
protection foams.
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Take out ZMorph VX from
the box. Remove side protective foams and foils.

Remove the protective tool
band.

What’s what
Spool holder
(capacity up to 4 spools)

Extruder

Magnetic latches

Left frame
socket

Right frame
socket

X-carriage

Cooling fan
LCD
touchscreen

Worktable
clamp
release

ON/OFF button
3D printing worktable

Reset button

Install ZMorph VX
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Look at the back of ZMorph
VX. Spool holder attachment
screws are placed at the top of
the frame and highlighted on
the picture.

Slide the spool holder in place.

Connect the power cable to
the socket.
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Loosen frame screws with
2.5 mm Allen key.

Tighten the screws.

Turn on the machine.
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The screws should be loosened to the point where you
can slide the spool holder.
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Take out the filament roll
from the plastic bag and
slide it on the bar. Put the bar
with filament on the holders.

Loading the filament
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Choose the “Maintenance”
from the LCD touchscreen
menu.
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You can find out what kind of
filament you own by looking at the
sticker on the filament roll. ZMorph
VX package comes with PLA.
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Tap the screen to feed 80
mm of the filament. Choose
down arrow with LEFT
description to do that.
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Choose “Load Filament”.

Take off the front cover.
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Choose PARK TOOL, wait for
the machine to position the
toolhead. When done, choose
“PLA” to preheat the material.
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Straighten the tip of filament
and push it gently into the
guide.

Push the filament down until you feel it has been
grabbed by the extruder. Wait until the material flows
out of the nozzle. Tap the feed button again if necessary.
Leave the “Load Filament” screen.

Autocalibration
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Take the calibration cable
and connect wider end to the
RIGHT frame socket.

Choose “Calibrate”.

Set the printing temperature
to the PLA material., Nozzle
200 0C, Bed 60 0C.
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Connect the narrow end
of the calibration cable to
X-carriage B socket.
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Choose “Auto 3-point”. Wait
for the machine to heat up
and finish the probing.
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If your filament is not loaded,
feed it using arrows on the
screen. If your filament is
already loaded choose “Next”.
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Choose “Maintenance”.

To ensure best calibration
result print calibration
pattern. Choose “Start”.

Wait for the machine to
finish printing pattern.

Autocalibration
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Look at printed lines and
select the best one on the
screen. Apply your choice.

Clean the bed using a spatula.
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ZMorph VX calibration is
complete.

Your machine is ready for
your first print!
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Detach the autocalibration
cable.

First print
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Choose “New Job” from the
LCD touchscreen.

Apply 3D printing adhesive to
the center of the worktable.
Two layers should be
enough.

Click “Play” to start printing.
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Select the Astronaut file to
print. It is located in
“INTERNAL -> EXAMPLES ->
SINGLE EXTRUDER” folder.

Wait until the printer heats up
automatically.

Congratulations, you just
started your first print.
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Choose “Prepare Bed”.

Attach the cooling fan to the
X-carriage. Remember, when
printing with PLA always use
cooling fan.

Toolhead change
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Choose “Maintenance”.

Disconnect LEFT and RIGHT
cables from the frame sockets.

Lift the toolhead from the
front to back from the
X-carriage.
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Choose “Change Tool”.

Disconnect A and B plugs.

Gently mount new toolhead
from the back to the front in
the X-carriage.
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Choose "PARK TOOL", wait
for the machine to position
the toolhead. When done,
choose toolhead.
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Use 3 mm Allen key to
loose screw mounting the
toolhead.
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Tighten the screw to keep
toolhead in the X-carriage.

Toolhead change
10

The next step depends on
which toolhead you are
going to use:

To mount Dual Extruder connect the
LEFT cable to the LEFT frame socket and
RIGHT cable to the RIGHT frame socket.
When done connect the A to A and B to B
toolhead plugs.

Dual Extruder

Visit ZMorph Academy for the next steps
for multi-material 3D printing.

academy.zmorph3d.com

To mount CNC PRO connect the LEFT
cable to the LEFT frame. When done
connect the A to A toolhead plugs.

CNC PRO

Visit ZMorph Academy for the next
steps for CNC workflow on ZMorph VX.

academy.zmorph3d.com

To mount Laser PRO connect the LEFT
cable to the LEFT frame socket and
RIGHT cable to the RIGHT frame socket.

Laser PRO

Visit ZMorph Academy for the next
steps for laser workflow on ZMorph VX.

academy.zmorph3d.com

Voxelizer
Control 3D printing, CNC and laser with
one software. Optimize your models
with 3D filters. Make unprintable things
printable thanks to smart support
structures. Create stunning prints with
advanced multi-material algorithms,
like image mapping. Voxelizer gives you
and your ZMorph outstanding possibilities.
Go to voxelizer.com, download the app,
create an account - the license comes
free for all ZMorph Users.
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Import the model and arrange it on the table.
When it’s ready click “NEXT”.

When all settings are ready press “NEXT” to
generate a G-code file.
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Choose model of your printer, toolhead and
accessory that you wish to use. In this example
we will use Single extruder for 3D printing.
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Select the printing settings based on your
filament, quality and durability that you wish to
achieve.
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Save the generated file. Now you can copy it
to your SD card and run it from your ZMorph
machine.

Sample Files
Explore toolheads by using files on the SD card.
Find out more at www.zmorph3d.com/sdcardsamples.

Single extruder
file name:
duration:
material:
layer height:

/Examples/SINGLE_EXTRUDER/astronaut_175.gcode
2 h. 15 min.
PLA silver
0,15 mm

file name:
duration:
material:
layer height:

/Examples/SINGLE_EXTRUDER/sierpinskis_triangle.gcode
5 h 50 min.
PLA silver
0,17 mm

CNC PRO
file name:
duration:
material used:
mat. orientation
mill diameter:

/Examples/CNC_PRO/stool_cnc.gcode
30 min.
plywood 100x200x6 mm
centered
ø 2 mm

Sample Files
Dual Extruder
file name:
duration:
material left:
material right:
layer height:

/Examples/DUAL_EXTRUDER/vase_dual_mix.gcode
40 min.
PLA white
PLA silver
0,18 mm

file name:
duration:
material left:
material right:
layer height:

/Examples/DUAL_EXTRUDER/hand_textured.gcode
14 h. 30 min.
PLA silver
PLA white
0,2 mm

file name:
duration:
material left:
material right:
layer height:

/Examples/DUAL_EXTRUDER/astronaut_dual.gcode
4 h. 45 min.
PLA white
PLA silver
0,16 mm

Laser PRO
file name:
duration::
material:
material
orientation:

/Examples/LASER_PRO/wroclaw_laser.gcode
6 min.
plywood 100x200x6 mm
centered

Additional instructions available
www.zmorph3d.com/vx-tutorials

www.zmorph3d.com

/ZMorph3d

@ZMorph3d

/ZMorph3D

@zmorph3d

